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ABSTRACT

Headaches in children are common and the prevalence is increasing worldwide. The phenotypes of headaches change throughout growth and development making differential diagnosis a challenge. Children of all ages experience headaches but these can be difficult to recognize and diagnose particularly in the younger ages. Early intervention addressing the chemical, mechanical and psychological factors contributing to an individual’s headache is essential. This reduces the risk for central sensitization associated with chronicity and disability including the risk for headache in adulthood.


Introduction
This is a second article in a series to help the clinician recognize and understand the most common headache types that present in children. The first article described how migraine headache can present through age and development from infancy to adolescence.1 The second article reports on the wide variety of headache types that afflict children along with therapeutic treatments.

Headaches are a primary source of disability worldwide in both children and adults2 and are one of the most common pain syndromes in childhood.3 Children that suffer from headaches commonly have other somatic and emotional disturbances4 which may change during growth and development. There is a high degree of co-morbidity with non-musculoskeletal and musculoskeletal disorders.18,19 These include asthma, respiratory disorders, hay fever, frequent ear infections, depression and anxiety,20 low back pain,21 along with neck and shoulder pain.22

There is co-relationship with physical inactivity; it acts as both a risk factor and a consequence of headaches.13,20,23 There is a higher prevalence of headache in the population of obese children.24

Neuropsychiatric disorders commonly co-occur with headaches in childhood.18 Emotional problems and behavioral disorders in pre-school are over-represented in the headache population. Children with headaches often display features of hyperactivity, impulsivity, inattentiveness and the complex diagnosis of ADHD with learning disabilities.4,25

Co-Morbidities and trajectories
The World Health Organization recognizes headaches as a common disorder of the nervous system. A primary headache is one that is intrinsic to the nervous system and not caused by a secondary problem. Headache sufferers commonly have other somatic complaints and emotional disturbances,4,18 which may change during growth and development. There is a high degree of co-morbidity with non-musculoskeletal and musculoskeletal disorders.18,19

There is co-relationship with physical inactivity; it acts as both a risk factor and a consequence of headaches.13,20,23 There is a higher prevalence of headache in the population of obese children.24

Neuropsychiatric disorders commonly co-occur with headaches in childhood.18 Emotional problems and behavioral disorders in pre-school are over-represented in the headache population. Children with headaches often display features of hyperactivity, impulsivity, inattentiveness and the complex diagnosis of ADHD with learning disabilities.4,25

Anxiety/depression and headache are bidirectional and present concurrently in children and adolescents.20 Sleep disorders have a complex relationship with headaches, co-occurring commonly in children of all ages.26 There is a relationship as well with Vitamin D and neurotransmitters in primary headache disorders and the regulation of sleep.27

Diagnosis
The phenotypes of headaches differ between adults and children due the differences in myelination and cerebral maturation.28 The most common types of headaches seen in practice reflect the triad of health. The major headache categories involve chemical, psychological and mechanical factors which activate the trigeminal nociceptive system resulting in a neuroinflammatory cascade causing and exacerbating headaches. The threshold for headache
decreases when more than one provoking factor is present simultaneously. A primary headache is caused by dysfunction or overactivity of pain-sensitive structures in the head, and is not a symptom of an underlying disease. Migraine headaches, tension-type headaches and new persistent daily headaches are common examples of primary headaches in children. A secondary headache is a headache that is due to an underlying condition, such as a neck injury, concussion, an infection, or rarely, a serious underlying medical condition.

One primary headache form is a result of a complex neurochemical, neurovascular disorder. Another primary headache form has more of a psychological profile and a common secondary headache form is due to biomechanical dysfunction involving the cervical spine.

Migraine headaches and tension-type headaches are by far the most common types of primary headaches in children. Migraine headaches are more common early on in childhood while tension-type headaches predominate in adolescence. Symptoms change and overlap significantly during growth and development which raises the question whether these are actually expressions of one disorder (the continuum model) or if they are separate disorders as described by the ICHD II and III Beta criteria. Genizi’s (2016) results support the theory of the continuum model for migraine headache without aura and tension-type headache and differentiates these from those suffering from a mix of the two headaches concomitantly. Other studies describe adolescents with headaches more often as highly motivated over-achievers. (Migraine with aura appears to be a uniquely separate entity and this is supported by several studies).

Migraine headache subtypes in children are described in more detail in part I of the headache series. Migraine headache is a complex neuronal disorder resulting in a release of inflammatory neurotransmitters and vasodilation. Migraine with aura is distinguished by the presence of transient, focal neurological symptoms that usually precede or accompany the migraine headache. The aura is a reversible neurological disturbance affecting different senses, often vision, sensation and speech function. Visual disturbances, in the form of scintillating crescents occur most often, followed by a sensation of pins and needles migrating in the body, numbness and aphasia. In children, these usually occur unilaterally, while adults experience them bilaterally.

The phenotype of migraine headache changes with age and development. It is associated with such significant morbidity that it has received the majority of attention in research on headaches. Tension-type headache and cervicogenic headache are also common in children but generally less disabling. It is not unusual for a child to experience more than one headache type simultaneously, though when combined with a migraine headache, a more severe headache is experienced.

Tension-type headache (TTH) is a primary headache disorder which presents in childhood and becomes the most common primary headache in adolescence. Tension-type headache is considered to be coupled to psychosocial stress. It is described as a mild to moderate headache in intensity and is experienced as a pressing headache with pericranial tenderness. This is a recurrent headache which can be infrequent, frequent or chronic. A frequent headache is experienced 1-14 days per month while a chronic headache is experienced more often than 15 days a month. Bendtsen proposes a pathophysiological model for chronic TTH. The peripheral nociceptive input drives central sensitization and once this loop is established, elimination of the peripheral nociception is not sufficient to interrupt the central sensitization. This results in increased pericranial muscle activity or release of neurotransmitters in the myofascial tissues. This is thought to be the mechanism responsible for the conversion of frequent TTH to chronic TTH. Jensen emphasizes that tension-type headache is a multifactorial disorder with several concurrent pathophysiological mechanisms, and that extracranial myofascial nociception may constitute only one of them. Obesity, sleep disturbance, behavioral and psychiatric problems have all been linked with childhood TTH. There is an increase in frequency and disability of headaches as body mass increases. Overweight and obesity lead to an inflammatory state in the body which acts to perpetuate the trigemino-inflammatoty cascade.

Psychopathological symptoms also affect children with TTH particularly anxiety and depression. Behavioral problems include concentration difficulties, hyperactivity, conduct disorders and poor emotional regulation. Children with tension-type headache have been found to have significantly higher levels of somatic symptoms and family problems. Family problems can cause insecure attachments which are related to cognitive affective regulation deficits and alexithemia. Alexithemia is significantly more common among children with TTH. This is described as having difficulty with verbal emotional expression, or difficulty identifying their feelings. Studies have not found a linear transmission of alexithemia between mother and child, but have found mood and anxiety disorders common in parents of children with headaches. Children with TTH are generally more shy and less sociable having more behavioral, emotional and temperamental difficulties.

TTH has been associated with antenatal maternal smoking, problem behavior at 3.5 years, higher body fat, and being bullied at 11 years. Being bullied has been shown to
result in an inflammatory process in the body which can perpetuate the trigemino-inflammatory cascade which hallmarks headaches.54

TTH lacks significant associated vegetative symptoms as seen in migraine headaches in children. TTH is less severe, and is not associated with the disability seen with migraine headache. Parents may not even be aware that the child is suffering from headache and therefore, do not seek care.55 Due to issues with communication, it may be difficult to understand that younger children are having headaches.

The International Classification for Headache Disorders (ICDH-III) presents headache diagnostic criteria and pediatric experts agree that the most recent edition lacks sensitivity for headache types for the child under six years.56 The diagnostic criteria have not been modified for TTH in children as they have been for migraine headache. The criteria for TTH are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 episodes in a life time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack lasting 30 min to 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain characteristics include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild to moderate intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not aggravated by physical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No associated nausea, vomiting, photo or phonophobia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Diagnostic criteria for Tension-type headache.

Headache episodes in children are commonly shorter in duration than in the adult, but increase with age.

TTH presents equally among boys and girls in preadolescence5 but with the onset of puberty the prevalence is higher among girls. Boys in preadolescence experienced more headache pain than girls did.5 The higher HA prevalence among girls in adolescence is thought to be due to hormonal changes,57 but the influence of hormones on tension-type headache is much less than in migraine headache. Gender differences in cognitive and social reactions to pain are considered to influence reporting of headaches.58

New persistent daily headache (NPDH) is a primary headache disorder whose signature is an abrupt onset of headache which persists daily for at least three months. It more commonly lasts for 10-12 months with a spontaneous resolution within 24 months.59 Incidence is higher in children and adolescents than in adults60 though it is uncommon in children under 10 years of age.61 Strong’s 2021 study indicated this type of headache is more common among white females which raises the question of socioeconomics in health care in the United States.62 Do other less advantaged groups of females have the same access for care? Onset of NPDH appears to be related to school start in the fall and the winter months with an identifiable specific trigger.63 Pathogenesis is unknown but pro-inflammatory cytokines and cervicogenic dysfunction are thought to be involved. Two common triggers identified were stress related to an increase in school work, a minor head injury and an infection.64 Studies are now identifying patients recovering from COVID-19 who are suffering from NPDH which may influence the numbers of patients presenting with this type of headache. The pain is constant and lacks specific characteristics though it has some migraineous features making misdiagnosis common. It is difficult to treat and highly disabling, with conflicting results regarding pharmaceutical therapy.65,66 To date, no studies have been identified which evaluated the effect of spinal manipulation on this type of headache.

The etiology of secondary pediatric headaches is multiple and when these are combined with other headache forms the clinical picture becomes complex. Contributing factors include but are not limited to infections, trauma, vascular disorders, substance use/withdrawal, psychiatric conditions, sleep disorders, family disharmony, stress and spinal dysfunction.67 A minority of headaches (0.5—1%) are secondary to undiagnosed emergent intracranial abnormalities.68 It is essential that the clinician seeing pediatric patients with headaches recognizes and refers out in a timely manner a child presenting with a malignant headache. These causes of secondary pediatric headache are seen in Table 2.

| Cerebellar dysfunction |
| Features of increased intracranial pressure |
| New neurological deficits |
| Possible brain tumor |
| Night epilepsy |
| Waking up due to a severe headache |
| Personality changes |

Table 2. Red Flags for headaches in children.

Ocular headaches are a common cause of headache which need to be assessed by a specialist.69 These headaches usually present following prolonged ocular tasks.70 Excessive use of digital media has resulted in a rise in adverse physical, psychological, social and psychoneurological health including impaired vision in children, obesity, poor stress regulation and poor sleep.71 All of these factors influence the prevalence of headaches and need to be addressed for resolution.

Blood pressure measurement is an important part of the examination and can rule out high blood pressure as a cause
of headache. In adolescents a blood pressure greater than 130/80 mm/Hg is considered hypertension. The prevalence of hypertension in adolescents is about six percent and nearly doubles in adolescents who are obese. Adolescents presenting with high blood pressure should be screened for underlying medical disorders, particularly, diabetes, cardiovascular and kidney diseases.

ADHD and primary headache disorders commonly co-occur, are significantly disabling impacting quality of life, impairing cognition, emotion and behavior. The relationship between migraine and psychiatric disorders is bidirectional; one enhances the occurrence rate of the other. Some findings support the hypothesis which proposes that association between migraine and ADHD operates via hyperactive-impulse behavior pattern and sleep disturbances. Uyar Cankay’s study further indicates a negative effect of a hypersensitized pain axis among individuals with severe headache on cognitive functions.

Medications for ADHD can result in high blood pressure, headaches and sleeping problems highlighting the need for diligence during history and examination. Medication use for headaches is common in adolescence and is strongly influenced by parental use of analgesics. Taking pain medication 10-15 times a month, for longer than three months can result in a medication overuse headache. This is a new headache or a worsening of a pre-existing headache. Pharmaceutical therapy lacks efficacy and evidence in children, and is associated with adverse effects. Headache diaries are recommended to track information including medication use to help get a better understanding of the headache.

Lyme neuroborreliosis is a tick-borne infectious disorder of the nervous system caused by Borrelia burgdorferi spirochetes. It is endemic in many areas and in children commonly causes a headache, Bell’s Palsy and or neck stiffness. This is an important headache to rule out as it can progress to an irreversible neurological condition.

Nutritional deficits can commonly cause headaches. Recognition and resolution are critical in management and are considered first line of treatment for pediatric headaches. Celiac disease in children is often undiagnosed, resulting in nutritional deficiencies and often presents with headache.

Vitamin D deficiency is a global problem and highly over-represented in the headache population of both children and adults. It is a common cause of headache and musculoskeletal pain. Vitamin D controls over 200 genes and has an important role in reducing inflammation. Vitamin D has several different functions in the body. Important functions include activating the immune system, maintaining brain and bone health as well as controlling the neuromuscular system. Magnesium is an essential cofactor for Vitamin D synthesis and normal levels are critical for Vitamin D utilization. D vitamin deficiency is directly coupled to headaches and musculoskeletal pain syndromes by propelling the body into an inflammatory state. Vitamin D and magnesium are cofactors which when working together reduce an inflammatory state decreasing pain and headaches. Vitamin D also influences the release of neurotransmitters and neurochemicals directly involved in migraine headache pathology, anxiety and depression.

Sleep and headache have a complex and extensive interrelationship where both headache and sleep disorder may be manifestations of a same systemic dysfunction. The interaction between sleep and headache is powerful and an elevated comorbidity between these two disorders is found in children. There is a clear relationship between obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and snoring and morning headache. The assessment of children with headache should always include a thorough sleep history for the child. Successful treatment of headache in children and adolescents requires an integrated method of evaluation and management of both disorders. Treatment of headache cannot be optimized without attention to sleep hygiene and sleep disorders. A sleep questionnaire should be part of every chronic headache evaluation.

Cervicogenic headache (CEH) is a secondary headache characterized by unilateral headache and symptoms and signs of neck involvement. It is often worsened by neck movement, sustained awkward head position or external pressure over the upper cervical or occipital region on the symptomatic side. The pathogenesis of CEH may originate from various anatomic structures in the cervical spine. Convergence of afferents of the trigeminal and upper three cervical spinal nerves onto the second-order neurons in the trigemino-cervical nucleus in the upper cervical spinal cord is likely to lead to the headache. The pathogenesis and etiology of CEH remain a challenge as different structures can be causative as opposed to a single entity.

Due to significant phenotypic overlap, differentiating CEH from primary headache disorders such as migraine or tension-type headache, or other secondary headache disorders, can be clinically challenging. Cervicogenic headache commonly coexists with other headache types potentiating the headache making them less resistant to treatment.

Mechanical dysfunction of the cervical spine is one of the primary causes of recurrent neck pain and/or headaches causing a cervicogenic headache. The findings in adults with cervicogenic headache include faulty head
posture, cervical joint dysfunction (CJD), trigger points (TPs) in associated cervical paraspinal muscles, and reduction in cervical range of motion.\[101,104,105,106,107,108,109\] Forward head posture is a deviation from normal leading to forward head carriage which acts to strain the upper cervical spine and can be a cause of neck pain and headache.\[110,111,112\] Children with recurring headache were found to have cervical joint dysfunction.\[113\] Trigger points or focal points of increased tension in a muscle, when present in the cervical spine, can also lead to neck pain and/or headache.\[114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121\] Studies indicate that the upper cervical spine is the primary area of dysfunction in adults with cervicogenic headache.\[101,106,107,122,123,124,125,126,127\]

These factors are not only a cause of neck pain and/or headache, but they can initiate or exacerbate both migraine headaches and tension-type headaches.\[112,114,115,116,120,121,122,123,124,125\] Cervicogenic headaches commonly become chronic. This is thought to be the result of the production of proinflammatory cytokines which contribute to neuronal sensitization resulting in chronic pain syndromes.\[120,129,130\]

Because the cervical spine influences all three headache types, its importance should not be underestimated.\[115,131,132\]

**Treatment: Manual therapy, Pharmaceuticals and Nutraceuticals**

Recurrent headaches result in significant suffering and economic consequences both for the health care system and the families affected. This is despite the fact that the vast majority of patients with headaches do not seek medical care. Manual therapy is the most common non-medical treatment requested by patients\[133\] and guidelines dictate non-medical care as a first line intervention for children.\[134\] Lynge’s is the first large scale randomized controlled trial evaluating the effect of spinal manipulation on headaches in children. The results indicated that children with headache had a reduction in headache frequency as well as a better global perceived effect than children who received validated sham manipulation.\[135\]

A holistic approach to treatment encompassing the associated factors and co-occurring conditions with headache is critical to success. It is equally important that this is addressed at an early stage to reduce the frequency, disability and chronicity of headaches.\[10,136\]

Identifying and addressing the mechanical, chemical and psychological triggers that may reduce the disability and chronicity associated with the different headaches should begin in infancy. For the inconsolable infant with a history of a traumatic delivery, mechanical dysfunction should be assessed and addressed. This reduces nociception from mechanoreceptors overloading the trigeminocervical nucleus. For children, a detailed history of trauma which could have influenced the cervical spine is essential to understand the biomechanics contributing to headaches. Palpation by a chiropractor skilled in pediatrics would confirm these results or be the clue to revealing trauma which is no longer remembered.

Infants should be assessed for signs of allergy/intolerance and the status of the developing microbiome (antibiotic or pharmaceutical exposure, mother’s microbiome, immune status).\[137\] These factors affect the gut and act to perpetuate nociception in the enteric nervous system and for some cause a migraine headache. In the child, allergy or intolerance may present with stomach ache, delayed growth, with skin conditions, excessive mucous production, hematochizia, constipation and/or loose stools.\[138\]

Children who have social difficulties may experience stress and possibly be exposed to bullying. This would be optimal to address to reduce the inflammatory state associated with this.

Medication use for headaches is common in adolescence and is related to medication use in the family.\[139\] With regular medication use, developing a medication overuse headache is a risk.\[19\] Education of teenagers is important to avoid this secondary headache by restricting medication to at most 2-3 times a week.\[78\]

The current pediatric guidelines recommend non-medical alternative treatment for pediatric headache.\[134\] Treatment with prophylactic and/or acute migraine with drugs is often unsatisfactory and counterproductive with a potential for toxicity.\[79,140\] The role of diet is important before initiating long term pharmaceutical therapy.\[131\] Working to achieve an optimal weight will reduce inflammation associated with overweight and obesity. There are nutraceuticals which have been shown to be effective in treating headache without associated adverse effects. Besides vitamin D and magnesium, these include L-tryptophan, niacin and vitamin B2.\[142\] Another recommended combination is magnesium with partenium, andrographis paniculate and coenzyme Q10.\[141\]

It is interesting that several studies have shown an association between headache occurrence and seasonality.\[61,143,144\] This occurrence has been attributed to the stress of starting school in the fall and winter, but it is possible there exists a correlation with vitamin D deficiency.

The neuromusculoskeletal result of spinal dysfunction can initiate or perpetuate a primary headache. Noxious input from the cervical spine can activate the trigeminovascular system resulting in a neuroinflammatory cascade potentiating the process occurring in another headache.
Appropriate treatment for age and development is effective in reducing the disability of headaches.147 This includes instruction in normal posture, exercises to strengthen the spine and education in proper ergonomics. There was a decrease in duration, intensity, and frequency of headache as well as medication use with manual therapy including chiropractic manipulation.146,148 The reactive tension in the cervical paraspinal and suboccipital muscles also contribute to the ongoing pain cycle and is important to address in treatment.149

The threshold for pain decreases with multiple contributing factors, highlighting the importance of recognizing and addressing triggers in the three primary areas (mechanical, chemical and psychological) mentioned. Proper treatment early on can reduce and interrupt the disability and chronicity associated with pain sensitization.150

Management of headaches should be multimodal, addressing the central and peripheral pain sensitization generators.151 Manual therapy in the form of chiropractic spinal manipulation has been shown to be effective in reducing headaches in children and is an example of managing the peripheral mechanism, or the bottom-up strategy.155 The top-down strategy, or addressing the central mechanism is needed with central sensitization, changing how the brain interprets afferent input. Different modalities may be used, but stress, sleep and exercise are the main top-down interventions used for the management of chronic pain.152

Besides skills in manual therapy, holistic management is important for success in treatment. This includes educating families in the area of sleep hygiene, stress management, regular mealtimes, adequate nutrition, sensitivities to certain foods and chemicals, regular physical activity and in appropriate cases, along with addressing the consequences of obesity.

Conclusion

Headaches in children are complex and multifactorial. There are different headache types that children suffer from and it is not uncommon that these headache types both change during growth and development and co-occur, creating a disabling state. The changing phenotypes of headaches can make them difficult to interpret, particularly in young children. Recognizing headaches early as well as addressing the peripheral and central mechanisms which activate the headache are important in avoiding central sensitization and chronic headache. Inflammatory states potentiate the nociceptive trigeminovascular cascade particularly in cases of vitamin D deficiency, obesity and abuse, all of which will be critical in management. Identifying and treating psychological and mechanical stressors will reduce the frequency, intensity and medication use associated with headache. Finally, helping families to understand and avoid the specific triggers for their child will reduce the disability of headaches and improve the quality of life for the family.
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